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Abstract

This paper examines the impact of Test Driven Development on different software parameters such as software quality, cost effectiveness, speed of development, test quality, refactoring phenomena and its impact, overall effort required and productivity, maintainability and time required. The study is based primarily on the research conducted over the last ten years. This work makes a detailed analysis of the effects of test driven development and its applications and intends to help the researchers get a quick insight into its application areas, advantages and pitfalls with respect to the above mentioned parameters evaluated on academically controlled experiments and industrial case studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Test driven development (TDD) is one of the common practices of Agile core development. It is acquired from the Agile manifesto principles and Extreme programming. XP has two important test practices: test-driven development (TDD) [17] and customer acceptance testing. It assures stability to improve the confidence of the developer and reach high test coverage for loosely and highly coupled system. It also motivates the explicitness regarding deployment scope. TDD is one of the engineering techniques for developing the software that joins the program design and testing in series of micro-iterations. Therefore it is considered as a union of test-first development in which the unit tests are conducted before deploying the code. Refactoring is also associated with this process and it plays an important role in restructuring the code piece. Further, the tests should succeed to reduce complexity and enhance its understandability, maintainability and clarity.

Generally, the TDD is described with red-green-refactor cycle functioned with many steps. According to the mantra of TDD, red refers to the first implementation of the code which starts with the failing test, green indicates the need to create and refactor. Additionally, TDD has the tendency to create the minor positive effects on the quality but it creates the distinguishable effect on productivity [2]. TDD usage is supposably contributing to improvements in quality of code [3] and quality attributes. The defects density, coverage of code, complexity of code, size, cohesion, coupling, external quality etc. are some of the extracted attributes and qualities associated with the effects of TDD.

Outside the software industry, the TDD has not always lead to drastically better result when compared to the other methods of development. Many empirical studies on the effect of TDD have already been conducted at different times on different software parameters [18][45][66]. In this paper, we present the impact of TDD practice on software development productivity such as: the effort required, software quality improvements, defect reductions peed, cost effectiveness, time and also activities associated such as testing and test quality, refactoring and maintenance and also the environments where TDD is used. We get a quick overview of advantages and drawbacks of TDD over these parameters.

TEST DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS

This section focuses on the significance of applicability of TDD in various areas and its implications.

TDD in Web Applications

According to the conclusions drawn by a web application developer using Spring Framework initially TDD did not seem to be a good fit in for bottom to top workflow. For example if this sequence is followed: [48]

1. Creation of database tables and the domain model objects.
2. Repository layer implementation.
3. Service layer creation.
4. and finally the web layer.
As linking a test case with a business requirement did not seem to be a feasible practice. But often it happened after the applications were built there was an essential piece of information that was missing. In lieu of thinking about the problem before the solution, the developer did the other way around. Analyzing the different web application layers, it was observed that the layer which was “strongly associated to the solved problem is the web layer. This brings the conclusion that the work should begin from this layer instead. Therefore if the workflow is reversed, these are the conclusions drawn by the author:

1. **Each layer specifies the requirements for the layer below it.** This leads to the elimination of unrequired code. But still that doesn’t imply that the code is final because there might be changes in the requirements leading to altering the code as well. However, the changes due to unclear requirements are reduced.

2. **We can concentrate on the requirements and transform them into test cases.** The clear understanding of the requirements of a specific component, makes it easier to chalk the required test cases even before writing the code.

Just contrary to the above results another author quotes that it doesn’t help resolve large scale design problem where a project might consist of several modules divided into several layers. For this scenario some degree of beforehand designing and preplanning is to be done [44].

Another author [47] who fetched the results from case studies on web applications obtained from big companies like Microsoft and IBM stated the following results:

The Microsoft case study projected that TDD project has almost double code quality but consumed 15% more time for writing tests whereas the IBM Case Study stated that 40% fewer defects were reported whereas there was negligible effect on the team’s productivity. Case study conducted by Ericsson gave the result that TDD produces higher quality code and there was an impact of 16% on the team’s productivity. [47]

The different types of testing were also projected at both front end and the back end. The tests for Front end browsers were System Tests and Acceptance test, Unit tests for Web Services, testing of Browser/OS/etc with Compatibility, Security and performance testing. The tests for Back-end included creating unit test for Functional Testing of business logic and Reusable Components.

**TDD in Embedded Software:**

A study done on embedded system tends to establish [4][60]. Test-driven development as a reliable embedded software engineering practice. In designing the embedded system testing is mostly adhoc and postponed until after hardware development. The reason being that during the process of designing, the required hardware might not be available, that complicates the testing process. But thorough testing is very important for embedded systems, since there is an exponential growth in the cost of repair once the system is under the production. Thus TDD is facilitated using mocking hardware strategies such as Interface based Mock replacement, inheritance based mock replacement etc. They stated earlier that programming to an interface, instead of to a concrete class itself, isolates the software from the hardware. This is substituted using virtual drivers. Preferably Test-Driven Development would be an ideal choice for the code that’s free of any external dependencies. Such projects are well suited for TDD as they don’t require a complex setup and can be developed in isolation [43]. But in case of embedded software the embedded environment is complicated. Generally there are four constraints that impact the embedded software development and TDD as well.

**TDD AND DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES**

The research carried out on TDD implemented by a number software development teams [46] also explored the methodologies used by them. Agile methodology seemed to be the favorite choice of most of the teams and four teams followed Scrum and/or Kanban, two teams reported to have used the Waterfall model but the results found were not satisfactory and one team did not follow any methodology. The implementation process did not use any of the formal testing strategies. Though one team reported to have used Selenium plug-in tests.

**TDD and Code Quality:**

An investigation is also done [7] on the impact of teaching TDD to novice programmers. Test code, reference tests and solution code are some of the factors that are symbolic in the computation of the outcome metrics on the basis on the student code reference tests. When Test first approach is encouraged, the design seemed simpler and it required fewer code lines [68] to produce the efficient result. In addition to these, from the findings of the research, there was a positive correlation between the adherence to TDD and code quality solution and testing.

The flexibility of design could be achieved [8][9] as the tests represent the documentation for the low level design based on the structure and the system interaction. Sometimes, production code may lose until successfully executing the tests.

Defect reduction is also frequently analyzed [10][11] by different authors that contributes to a good low level designing. It provided the greater predictability in the development performance which assisted in estimating the cost of project successively. Robust design context and the
smoother code integration are some of the practices which have significantly associated with the defect density reduction. Another research study examines about reducing testing effort in the TDD [12]. Similar to that [13], it was stated that frequency of defects and the test cases development time spent in the process of TDD are high when compared to the conventional technique (Test-last).

Significance of TDD over product quality was studied by different researchers [14][15][16]. When TDD is adopted in industries it satisfies the end-clients by quality obtained during the development process. The communication obtained by the TDD has ensured to understand the scope and requirements of the products.

**TDD and Class Design**

Many practitioners believe that TDD helps in software design and enhances the code quality and that writing tests encourages significant refinement in class design, as a result produce promotes cohesiveness, and loosely coupled classes [1] [17] [63][64]. But the exact impact of TDD in actually guiding the developers during class design still remained unclear. Therefore a recent study [62] inspects the developers’ views and inclinations on how the practice of TDD correlates with class design. The qualitative study was conducted with 25 participants from 6 different companies in Brazil. Some of the results derived are useful and needed to be further explored:

- Only TDD or writing unit tests won’t be beneficial. For better class designing, the practical exposure and previous skills in object-orientation and design principles is what counts more.
- Promotes simpler design as without perceiving the test cases, a developer think about the class design at once, resulting in a more complicated and misunderstood structure than needed.
- Changing the class design was easier and more confident because of refactoring and test suites.
- Constant feedback improves confidence.

**TDD in Open Source software**

OSS has gained increasing adoption rate but despite its popularity, the quality, credibility, and development process of OSS projects have been researched over since many years. One reason is that the OSS projects do not use a single development practice but varied development practices, this in turn enhances the complexity [55][56]. OSS projects have been researched to be suffering from inadequate testing. The research [57][58] focused on the use of TDD in OSS.

The team conducted an empirical study on 2500 OSS projects downloaded from GitHub and analyzed their test files using an automatic script. Different project characteristics were studied with respect to establishing a correlation between tests after to get an understanding and results to establish if certain parameters correlate with the usage of TDD. However, the results found only weak correlations and none of them were statistically symbolic. Thus, conclusion was drawn that the analyzed project characteristics do not have much correlation with the usage of TDD.

**TDD and its variants**

TDD evolved as a refinement of “Test First” development [66] but there are variants to the TDD as well. For example, Acceptance Test-Driven Development (ATDD)[71] creates acceptance tests before coding begins, based on the team’s understanding of the requirements. This requires even more discussion with the requirements’ authors, creating deeper collaboration and furthering the understanding of the requirements, by the developers and the authors. ATDD helps developers to transform requirements into test cases and allows verifying the functionality of a system. ATDD supports automation of Acceptance test. Another style of development is Behavior Driven Development (BDD) [67][69][73] that combines unit tests and acceptance tests within specific contexts. BDD is generally quoted to have evolved because of some limitations in TDD and ATDD. Both of them emphasize on system state and verification of the state of the system rather than the desired behavior of the system, and that test code is tightly coupled with the actual systems’ implementation [73]. But BDD mainly concentrates on the implementation phase of a software project and provides minimal support to the analysis phase, and almost negligible planning phase [70]. While TDD can be implemented on its own, without the use of ATDD or BDD, the scenario and the preconditions decides which framework most appropriately supports a given team or project.

**The Advantages, Pitfalls and Complexities of Test-Driven Development**

**General Discussion**

Various studies depicted in the previous section have evaluated and concluded that application of TDD for software in the development phase has many advantages. Though the test-driven development facilitates the incorporation of requirement changes easily, results in better and cleaner code, but still lot of developers believe that test driven development is followed by a number of loop holes. In this section, some of the pitfalls of TDD are highlighted. A comprehensive summary of the benefits and drawbacks of TDD with respect to various parameters have been projected in Table1:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Defect Intensity        | • Quality improvement by fixing bugs at the earliest during development (by means of continuous and rigorous testing and refactoring)[19][27][3][44][10][11]  
                        | • 42% lower defect density[44][60]                                                                                                                                                                          | • More defects found in TDD based software.[28]                                                                                                                                                               |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Even a wide range of test cases does not guarantee that software is free of bugs and errors[58]                                                                                                             |
| Programmer’s productivity| Good, Higher [19] academic scenario                                                                                                                                                                          | • The industrial case studies reported a decrease in productivity [21][24][3].                                                                                                                                 |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Great amount of time and focus may be spent on writing tests rather than adding new functionality.[35]                                                                                                |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • 19 % extra effort [44]                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Time                    |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Projects reported to have consumed 15% extra time for writing the tests.[20][6]                                                                                                                           |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • In case of frequent design change, configuring new test suites every time would eventually consume more time.[25]                                                                                           |
| Quality (internal and external) | • Significant increase in quality of the code.[17][20] [21][23][2]  
                        | • Complexity and reuse better[35]  
                        | • Improvement not exactly attributed to TDD.[72]                                                                                                                                                           | • Coupling and cohesion are worse [35],                                                                                                           |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • External quality improved, but with a perceived less productivity. [61]                                                                                                                                  |
| Refactoring / Learning Curve | • Enhances code understanding and hence the learning as refactoring calls for regular improvement.  
                        | • In the long run it may be faster. Refactoring code written long back becomes complex gradually. But if that code is supported by a good suite of unit tests, the whole process is eased up.                  | • Refactoring knowledge becomes mandatory for the developer,                                                                                                                                            |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Needs a good knowledge of the code smells and the respective refactorings. Shouldering double responsibility.                                                                                           |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Not all developers may be refactoring experts that may lead to a bad design.                                                                                                                             |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Usually Floss refactoring may impact negatively [39][37][36]                                                                                                                                      |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Regression bugs and build breaks.[50]                                                                                                                                                                    |
| Limiting the Scope      | • Scope creeps (extra code for contingency) are avoided and not needed.[33]                                                                                                                                 | • Not thinking for the future could lead to major change requirements and additional refactoring needs.                                                                                                   |
| Maintainability         | • Improvement to an extent[2][5]. A study showed that development time actually increased from 15% to 35% but was compensated by reduced maintenance.[46] |                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| Confidence              | • Improves confidence[31]                                                                                                                                                                                  | • But may also create false illusions or sense of security.                                                                                                                                            |
| Cost                    | • In project 1 the results depicted that less time was spend on rework and bugs in comparison with a project where no TDD approach was used.[40]      | • In the supervised projects the developers took 31% more time for developing the modules and components[41]                                                                                           |
|                         |                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • If the productivity of TDD is declined say by 10% as compared to the productivity of the conventional project, a 5 % improvement in defect-reduction-efficiency satisfies for TDD to break-even with the traditional process (1.7: 1). If the productivity of TDD is much lower, and recedes to 70 % less, then even an improvement of 80 % defect reduction-efficiency does not suffice to a better result as compared to the conventional process (BCR is 1 : 1.1).[59] |
The study conducted on 25 test driven development case studies [24] in a statistical meta-analysis focused on the feature of productivity and external quality. They were categorized as academic or industrial. The results from the study depicted that there could be improvement in the external quality, but the result varied depending upon which development process was used by the reference group. The results were found to have improved with test-driven development in larger, and longer, industrial projects but the academic experiments did not witness the same outcome. The programmer productivity, was still unclear with indecisive results. Therefore undesirable difference between the academic experiments and industrial case studies could be witnessed than with external quality.

The summary of result reported in [3] included significant positive impact linked with defects along with significant favorable results associated to external quality, complexity, maintainability and size as well. They also reported negative effects that were primarily associated with productivity and effort although in one study test-driven development witnessed a reduction in effort. Whereas many other studies pointed that effort had no effect. A significant conclusion was drawn from this study, regarding effort and productivity; there could be some unknown context parameters that have an influence on the effect of test-driven development.

The other researches carried out by students [27][28] responded slightly better with respect to the number of defects when teams followed test-driven development. In another experiment, they concluded that code inspections fared better and proved more efficacy in detecting defects than test-driven development; that is, more defects still persisted in the code that employed test-driven development than in the code that had undergone code inspection. Maintainability has not been assessed so far in a detailed way as yet by the research community. Though the study [5] had specifically focused on maintainability, the encouraging result that was achieved was, increased maintainability and reduced effort required maintaining code later but at the time of the review there was only a single study. Test coverage is also an important area focused by a lot of researchers. A student based research explored that the students using TDD had higher branch coverage was but, the mutation score indicator was actually worse than the score of other students who were developing their code with a test-last approach [26].

A detailed research done to gather quantitative evidence on the effects of the TDD on internal code quality, external quality, productivity, and test quality was carried out by his team in their book [35]. The evaluation was based on data gathered from 32 trials. The trials were conducted in an academic or industrial setting in the form of controlled experiments, pilot studies, or commercial projects.

Some good results were visible from the trials [35]. The evidence states that TDD does not have a consistent effect on internal quality. Although TDD appears to perform better over the control group for certain types of metrics (complexity and reuse), other metrics (coupling and cohesion) are often worse in the TDD treatment. Another observation from the trial data is that TDD yields production code that is less complex at the method/class level, but more complex at the package/project level. The external quality results still fared better but no proper evidence was reported. About the productivity usually it seemed to have decreased due to an extra amount of effort required from the developer but still there is one line of argument that claims productivity to increase with TDD; reasons include easy context switching from one simple task to another, improved external quality (i.e., there are few errors and errors can be detected quickly) whereas some researchers and engineers argue that TDD will negatively impact productivity because too much time and focus may be spent on authoring tests as opposed to adding new functionality.

Another assessment done over quality and productivity using regression models to assess the impact of TDD [36] reported that Quality and productivity improvements were primarily positively associated with the granularity and uniformity and the order of sequencing of test and production code, had no important impact. Quality was measured by functional correctness. Also refactoring effort was negatively associated with both outcomes.

Author has identified some of the benefits which is associated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Lot of effort and time is required to design test cases and maintain proper test suites.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Quality</td>
<td>Improvement noted from pilot studies,[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Testing effort reduced. [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If tests are designed post implementation then the risk involved is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• that they may satisfy the requirements[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study on student project reported that the branch coverage is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>greater for the TDD, the mutation score indicator measured worse than the score of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other students who were engaged with a test-last approach.[26][40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Writing good test cases and avoiding superfluous cases require expertise otherwise can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Writing unit tests for GUI code is a difficult job. [65]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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with the TDD namely efficiency and feedback, low-level design, reducing the defect injection and test assets. The fine granularity of test and cycle of the code provides continuous feedback to software developer is main advantage among efficiency and feedback of TDD.

Though TDD is termed as a practice of defect-reduction [6] because of its tight feedback loops. With the help of TDD, defects are determined as new code and it is included to the system and also identified the source of problem. It was also found that fault efficiency and decrease in debug time has compensated for the extra time spent in writing a test case and executing. Apart from these, the TDD does not create the detrimental effect on the software developer productivity.

Speed of development has also been assessed in [31] and is concluded that Test-Driven Development assists in developing code faster. They further elaborated that the code that is hard to test often falls short of automated test, which renders the code difficult to refactor.

The evaluation of cost-effectiveness was also done but not by calculating in monetary values, but how in terms of time/effort saved when using TDD. The assessment was carried out by monitoring the time developers spent on rework and errors in a project. Besides working on rework and bugs, there maybe also other factors which could be affected by the introduction of TDD and could affect the cost-effectiveness of the practice. In project 1 we monitored that the average overhead was 31%. This means that developers took 31% more time developing items when using a TDD approach than when they do not use a TDD approach to implement work items [41].

Another study on Return of Investment of TDD concludes that there are two factors contribute to the ROI of TDD: the difference between the productivity of conventional process and test-driven development, and the capacity of test-driven development to deliver higher quality code [59].

**TDD and Testing Complexities**

Practically performing the “real TDD (read: test first with the red, green, refactor steps) involves performing the usage of mocks/stubs, when performing integration tests. (“Stubs are hand-written classes that mimic the dependency’s behavior, but do that with significant shortcuts. For example, a stub for an order repository can store orders in memory and return those orders as a result of search operations instead of querying a real database. Whereas Mocks are dynamic wrappers for dependencies used in tests”)[42]

The usage of mocks, after a while, is followed by the usage of Dependency Injection (DI) and a Inversion of Control (IoC) container. To accomplish this task the user interfaces is required for everything (Now that is an overhead and finally, it results in having the developer write a lot more code, than doing it in the conventional way.) Therefore the task of merely writing order c lass has to be accompanied by an interface, a mock class, some IoC configuration and a few tests.

The tests also require a good design on top of that. And they too need to be maintained and regenerated. A good test should have a clear readability like any other code and that is a time consuming task. A good test suite works as a regression safety net on bugs: A bug should be handled by a proper test case so it could be projected and removed by changing the production code and all other tests may succeed. All previous bug fixes are verified by each successful run.

Therefore the developers need to carry out all these activities “the right way”. It sometimes gets more complex than was perceived. Often the usage of TDD makes the project very difficult to understand. The unit tests not designed properly often test the wrong thing, the wrong way. And to decide what a good test would look like is again debatable.

These results in making the changes to the behavior of the system all the more complicated (opposite to refactoring) and time consuming. TDD method in the process of software development was explored in another research [5] that projected the benefits of implementing TDD similar to automation of test code that is probability to do constant assurance of code quality. This provides immediate feedback to developers regarding their code state and number of faults remaining in the code are identified in later testing as well as at consumer suites. When automated testing is carried out late in cycle of development, it leads to all faults just prior to delivery to consumer. Corrections of identified faults will result in re-testing that delays the products’ delivery.

A few studies have investigated other approaches as well to study the cost-effectiveness. One of these is Acceptance Test-Driven Development (ATDD) [43][40]. Acceptance tests are test written (preferably by the customer) to test whether the User Story meets the acceptance criteria. Benefits associated with the ATDD approach are that the developer does not have to define the test scenarios himself. In addition, the developer does not have to worry about mock objects and interfaces, because the tests do not have to be independent from external sources. This could remove a lot of overhead created by the more traditional approach of TDD.

**Refactoring and TDD**

Another significant development contributed by TDD is the applicability of refactoring techniques during the course of development, that had almost taken a backseat in routine software development and its usually when a software goes into a maintainable state that the developers think of refactoring the code. The refactoring is the core activity in the process of Test-Driven Development. Refactoring forms the core of test driven development, though generally it is most frequently applied in the maintenance of legacy software to
remove the code smell and the most beneficial are improved readability and maintainability [29][30][31][50]. In the same study [50][74], the authors shows that the biggest problem faced by most of the developers during refactoring are regression bugs and build breaks. Refactoring may involve removal of duplication, other design improvements, or replacement of temporary, stub code. But the application of refactoring should ensure behavior preservation, thus each refactoring activity should prove that all the existing tests should pass, in accommodating the design change. However, in practice refactoring is often inter-mixed with other activities, and as such, it sometimes involves adding new production code, engaging novel analytical processes, dealing a code smell in multiple ways [38] as well as changing existing tests and behavior. These practical deviations, however, sometimes tend to act negatively, also potentially nullify or reverse the hypothesized benefit [37]. The conclusions given by the author pointed out that most cycles detected as refactoring cycles could have been associated with floss refactoring [39], a practice that involves other activities as well with refactoring. A typical example could be injecting some extra code for enhancements or sneaking in production code that implements new functionality while refactoring. The developer who refactor the code may at some point realize that a piece of functionality is missing or may be some change should be incorporated for betterment and mixes in the proper production code, but the code is not covered by any tests, possibly leading to a bug or an anomaly.

In TDD the code that makes the test pass generally is the minimal code required to achieve a task and make the test pass and is mostly not a great-looking code but it gives an indication to the developer that they are proceeding on the right way, though the code may still need refactoring. Though a lot of automation has been already incorporated in the area of refactoring, still the application of correct refactoring need manual intervention and correct understanding of the coding anomaly. Apart from the regular refactoring a lot of other improvements and enhancements such as the usage of Aspect oriented techniques [30][32] along with the object oriented techniques and the procedural techniques for code improvement have been introduced and is being continuously added to the refactoring field. This requires the developer to have a good understanding of the coding practices and the code smells that are already known and how to appropriately apply so as not to introduce behavioral changes in the software.

Beck and Fowler [34] describe this using a metaphor of “two hats”: developers can wear an implementation hat or a refactoring hat, but cannot wear both at once. But in TDD refactoring plays an essential role, it implies that the developer apart from the testing technique should also possess a good exposure to refactoring that to an extent increases the responsibility and effort. Halting the refactoring process is endorsed by the developer and he decides to move on to the next task. As had already been stated in the previous section that a team analyzed that there were more defects in TDD based software than in the code that was assessed specifically by a code inspection group. Experience of the developers in coding, testing and refactoring in general seems to impact the ability of the developer to adapt the test-driven development process.

“Is TDD Dead” controversy

Another significant controversy that surrounded TDD was the debate about TDD being dead [51][52] by Hasnen that resulted into a number of online discussions between Kent Beck and Martin Fowler [53][54]. He further quoted that overzealous testing can actually damage the design. Their discussion basically revolved around mocking, “Red green refactor” cycle and tests [54].

Hanson disapproves of mocks, he insists that testing the test units separately, introduces additional layers of complexity. The counter by Fowler is that you might end up with the same design and may choose to isolate the classes even with no tests or TDD at all. Beck added to it that there are numerous reasons for isolating and decoupling your classes but the design ideas should be used wisely, to use them every time and to everything may enhance the complications. Hansson further makes a strong point by stating the unrequired changes to design for the purpose of testing only contributes to test-induced damage.

Another point made by Hansson is regarding the red, green, refactor cycle. He calls for the usage of this cycle as an option rather than like a mandate to be compulsive all the time. He insists that there may be common scenarios when a developer might not be able to perceive the test to be written but has a picture of implementation. Another problem was that people tend to under refactor the code due to lack of adequate exposure to refactoring.

He further argues that TDD is achieved with its own bargains and sometimes the developer may have to bear the loss to follow TDD. He quotes an example: “If you achieve 95% uptime of your system but you want to achieve 99% or even 99.99%, the effort to move to the next step grows exponentially. Of course it can make sense for critical systems to go for the highest possible uptime but we don’t build such systems most of the time.”

He further emphasizes that it is an arduous task to find out whether a software development technique is really apt or not due to its dependence on various parameters. He further quotes the reason for the negligence in refactoring could be that the developers are more concerned in running the next test so the design becomes less important and code becomes under-refactored.
CONCLUSION

It has been found by a number of researchers that TDD proves advantageous over TLD with respect to internal and external software quality, but the developers' productivity tends to reduce as compared to TLD [21][20][25]. Experiment results to evaluate the efficacy of TDD in [22] suggests that the statistics result related to McCabe's Cyclomatic complexity, number of lines of code per ,number of acceptance test cases passed, branch coverage, person hours, number of user stories implemented per person hours are statistically inconsequential. Also the study projected that mostly developers are inclined to adopt TLD over TDD, as lesser effort and learning is required to understand and implement TLD than TDD.

The study conducted on Open Source Software as a sample for evaluation explores that Test-Driven Development provides a remarkable upswing in code quality in the categories of cohesion, coupling, and code complexity [23]. There was an approximate improvement of 21% when using TDD over the code developed using the test-last technique. Test-Driven Development proved efficient in decreasing the code complexity, with an improvement of 31% and an improvement of 21% in cohesion metrics but not much difference was witnessed in the coupling metrics. Although the writer claims that the sample size was small so taking a larger sample would better validate the results.

Many developers are of the opinion that adopting TDD may require a rigorous training over testing and refactoring and a steep learning curve may initially impact the productivity in a negative way, there is no well concluded evidence on the lasting impact and enhanced test quality (i.e., there is less probability of introducing fresh errors due to automated tests). A counter argument to this theory by some researchers is that TDD incurs too much overhead and will most likely decrease the productivity because majority of the time is devoted to authoring tests instead of adding new code and functionality.

The benefit of TDD projected by a research team precisely articulated that it may not necessarily be due to the characteristics test-first dynamic, but rather the reason is that TDD-like processes promotes small, fine and steady steps that boosts the focus and flow [36]

Despite the fact that test dependencies lead to complications, the process of writing tests during the development process remained consistent. The major problem with writing unit tests in different projects was formulation of tests for everything that needed to be tested. Although we could not find too many experimental evidences supporting TDD still a few facts can be easily established in support of TDD from the analysis:

- It facilities modular code that is easier to understand and debug. This may eventually help the developers to detect early defects and fix them
- The tests can act as documentation and enhance the understandability of the code.
- Maintenance and refactoring of code becomes easier.
- It might be slow when started but could enhance the speed of development in the long run.
- It supports the developers to think from an end user point-of-view.
- The suite of unit tests facilitates constant feedback system about the state of a component whether it is still working; this in turn boosts the confidence of the developer that the software is working fine.
- TDD can also contribute the process of class designing, but the developer needs to possess specific expertise and skill to achieve that.
- There is a difference between TDD and unit tests. The unit tests only verify the behavior whereas the test in TDD drives the development.
- TDD is also used in OSS and Embedded software.
- If not applying TDD in its original form then there is an option to focus on Behavior Driven Development or ATDD (Acceptance TDD), of course depending on the situation.

It’s good not to engage in TDD when:

- The system design is not clear. Sometimes it evolves as the project progresses but this might force the developer to rewrite the test several times which will generate a big time lose. Therefore it is advisable to postpone the unit tests until the design is well sketched in your mind.
- Sometimes unit testing may become more time consuming and inappropriate as not all real life systems can be generalized and simplified for unit testing and a forced unit testing may lead to devoting more time in rectifying the unit tests than performing the real testing.
- With legacy systems and applications not supporting a proper unit-testing framework, it might not always be a feasible option.
- Not all developers might be good testers and refactoring experts.
- It is suited for libraries but does not go well with the GUI applications. Lot of features in a project is hard to test or can’t be tested at all like the server errors that require the usage of mock-objects.

The tabular results also give a quick grasp of the advantages and disadvantages of TDD with respect to
different parameters. From the above table we can further conclude that there are very few studies that contribute to assess the programmer’s productivity, the time and cost involved in TDD and also the impact on maintainability of the system, so these may serve as future directions of research.

However, for a new project with concrete specifications and a defined design that would be prone to minimal changes, TDD could serve as rapid and economical route to a quality product. Therefore let the TDD fit in the system rather than making the system design fit to TDD.
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